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Introduction 20
Transposable elements (TEs) are the most prevalent components in eukaryotic 21 genomes. Among different TE classes, long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, including 22 endogenous retroviruses (ERVs), is one of the most repetitive TEs due to their high copy 23 numbers and large element sizes (Ou and Jiang, 2018) . LTR retrotransposons are found in 24 almost all eukaryotes including plants, fungi, and animals, but are most abundant in plant 25 genomes (Bennetzen and Wang, 2014) . For example, LTR retrotransposons contribute more 26 than 65% and 70% to the genomes of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) and maize (Zea mays), 27 respectively (Ou and Jiang, 2018) . 28
Annotation of LTR retrotransposons relies primarily on de novo approaches due to their 29 highly diverse terminal repeats. For this purpose, many computational programs have been 30 developed in the past two decades. LTR_FINDER is one of the most popular LTR search 31 engines and the prediction quality out-performs counterpart programs (Ou and Jiang, 2018) . 32
However, LTR_FINDER runs on a single thread and is prohibitively slow for large genomes with 33 long contigs, preventing its application in those species. In this study, we applied the "divide and 34 conquer" approach to simplify and parallel the annotation task for the original LTR_FINDER and 35 observed an up to 8,500 times speedup for analysis of known genomes. 36
Methods 37
We hypothesized that complete sequences of highly complex genomes may contain a 38 large number of complicated nested structures that exponentially increase the search space. To 39 break down these complicated sequence structures, we split chromosomal sequences into 40 relatively short segments (1 Mb) and executes LTR_FINDER in parallel. We expect the time 41 complexity of LTR_FINDER_parallel is O(n). For highly complicated regions (i.e., centromeres), 42 one segment could take a rather long time (i.e., hours). To avoid extended operation time in 43 such regions, we used a timeout scheme (300 seconds) to control for the longest time a child 44 process can run. If timeout, the 1 Mb segment is further split into 50 Kb segments to salvage 45 LTR candidates. After processing all segments, the regional coordinates of LTR candidates is 46 converted back to the genome-level coordinates for the convenience of downstream analyses. 47
LTR_FINDER_parallel is a Perl program that is ready on the go and does not require 48 any form of installation. We used the original LTR_FINDER as the search engine which is binary 49 and also installation free. Based on our previous study (Ou and Jiang, 2018) , we applied the 50 shown. 68 69 Using our method, we observe 5X -8,500X increase in speed for plant genomes with 70 varying sizes (Table 1) . For the 14.5 Gb bread wheat genome, the original LTR_FINDER took 71 10,169 hours, or 1.16 years, to complete, while the multithreading version completed in 72 72 minutes on a modern server with 36 threads, demonstrating an 8,500X increase in speed (Table  73 1). Even we analyzed each wheat chromosome separately, the original LTR_FINDER still take 74 20 days in average to complete. Among the genomes we tested, the parallel version of 75 LTR_FINDER produced slightly different numbers of LTR candidates when compared to those 76 generated using the original version (0% -2.73%; Table 1 ), which is likely due to the use of the 77 dynamic task control approach for processing of heavily nested regions. Given the substantial 78 speed improvement (Table 1) 
